
International Marine Contractors Association
Improving performance in the marine contracting industry

Asia Pacific and Middle East & India 
Regional Webinar
Date: 05 October 2021 starting at 0800hrs BST

There will be an opportunity for Q&A at the end of the presentations
Please submit questions at any time under the Q&A section on your screen



Welcome
• This is a webinar

• The sound works one way only

— from presenters to you

• Written questions are encouraged

—Q&A box is monitored

• Today’s speakers are online to address 
any questions

• A recording of today’s webinar will be 
shared with you

• Your feedback please - Short exit survey

• Competition Law



Nick Hough
• Nick supports the work 

of IMCA’s Health, 
Safety, Security & 
Environment (HSSE) 
Committee and the 
Offshore Survey 
Committee. 

• Nick is IMCA’s 
Secretariat Lead for 
Asia Pacific

Nick Hough

IMCA
Technical 
Adviser

Your moderators today
Ali Macleod
Ali supports all aspects of 
IMCA’s Diving work. 

• Ali is involved in auditing 
Diving Schools, supporting 
diving training and the 
recently introduced CPD 
scheme.

• Ali is involved with the 
Middle East & India 
Committee

Ali Macleod

IMCA
Technical 
Adviser
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Today’s speakers
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Q&A
Session

Allen        
Leatt

IMCA

Update

Richard
Sykes

Equinor

IMCA and G+ 
Interaction

Bryan 
McGlinchy

IMCA

Accredited 
Diving System 

Inspector 
Scheme

Nadine 
Robinson

IMCA

Environmental 
Sustainability



Allen Leatt

IMCA

Allen Leatt 

Chief Executive, IMCA
• Allen is a civil engineer by professional training. His entire career 

has been in the marine construction industry with leading 
contractors in technical, managerial, and executive roles.

• Executive VP for the SURF Product Line at Technip.

• CTO at Acergy

• SVP Engineering & Project Management at Subsea 7

• Allen is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering, a Fellow of 
the Institution of Civil Engineers, a first-class engineer member 
of the Smeatonian Society, and a chartered engineer in the UK. 
He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering, a 
Master’s in Business Administration, and a Doctorate of Science 
in engineering.

©IMCA 2021
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Strategy on a Page

7

VISION

“Become the global 
reference for 
developing all forms of 
marine energy 
resources in a low 
carbon future”.

©IMCA 2021

Collaboration with Industry Partners

Offshore Wind & other marine energy 

Environmental Sustainability 

2

3

STRATEGIC THEMES 

Stewardship of guidance and safety standards

4

1

Standardisation across industry
5

MISION

“Improve performance 
in the marine 
construction industry”.



IMCA Update
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• Ongoing annual document reviews on target at 78% - a five-year cycle

• A major review of the diving DESIGN suite nearing completion.

Stewardship of guidance and safety standards
1

Offshore Wind & other marine energy 
2

• Significant engagement in the wind sector, Asia, USA and Europe to be focus 
areas.

• Engaging with BNOW and ACP in the USA, strategy our for Asia to be 
developed.



IMCA Update
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• Code of practice published in May, six months ahead of schedule.

• Major seminar run last week with plenty of expert contributions.

• No shortage of projects for our ES Committee.

Environmental Sustainability 
3

Collaboration with Industry Partners
4

• G+ and the industry collaboration agreement. Plus GWEC, OPITO and others.

• IDIF and IOGP + ADCI.

• BSEE, HSE, IMO.



IMCA Update
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• Diving CPD App, formally launched in February

• DP CPD App with the NI, launched in March

• ADSI launched development stage in August

Standardisation across industry
5

Our programme of work continues, with plenty of new 
initiatives to improve performance in our industry. 



www.imca-int.com

Improving performance in the

marine contracting industry



Our guest speaker
Richard Sykes, Equinor

• Richard is SSU (Safety Security and Sustainability) Leader for 
Equinor at Sheringham Shoal Windfarm (Norfolk UK)

• Grad IOSH accredited safety professional working in renewables 
since 2014

• G+ Focal Group member and data champion 

• Previously a Wind Turbine Technician (Siemens) 

• 30 year engineering career in the UK military

©IMCA 2021

Richard Sykes

Equinor



IMCA / G+ Interaction
Richard Sykes
SSU Leader



Open

Who are the G+?

G+ is the global health and safety organisation for the global offshore wind industry. 
G+ brings together business leaders, health and safety experts and organisations operating in offshore wind. 

G+ members and associates are committed to promoting and maintaining the highest possible standards of health and safety 
in the sector. The members of the G+ are, lead operators, owners of offshore wind farms and wind turbine generator OEMs. 

G+ Board

European / APAC / U.S  Focal Groups (Monthly meetings)

Project working groups

14 |  



Open

What does the G+ produce?

15 |  

Incident data reports

• Understanding of offshore wind industry risk profile
• Evidence base to inform interventions
• Accurate assessment of industry H&S performance
• Tool of comparison of H&S performance against other 

industries.

Good Practice guidelines

• Recommendations for procedures, controls, 
ways of working at offshore wind farms

• Minimum standards expected for meeting 
industry H&S expectations

• G+ members self check compliance against 
content of GPG’s

Safe by Design workshops/ reports

• Examine the current design controls relating to the topi, 
discuss where current design has potentially failed and 
identify opportuinties for improvement

• Outputs published and used as a reference by industry
• Catalyst for further discussion and research.



Open16 |  

Safe by Design 
Workshop / report

Incident data 
identifies 

hazard area

G+ Work stream delivered

G+ FG approve workstream 
and funding

Good Practise 
guideline

Incident data captured 
and reported by G+ 

members

Annual Incident Data 
report

Data is reviewed and approved 
(Data champions)

Incident data capture



Open

Process example (dropped object incidents) 

17 |  

2018 incident data report extract

17/66



Open

DROPS document development

18 |  

• G+ FG approve and fund review and analysis of 
DROPS (dropped objects prevention scheme) 
outputs.

• G+ members contribute to project content and 
review.

• DROPS O&G document modified to be suitable 
for offshore wind (construction and operation).

G+/DROPS Reliable securing booklet for 
offshore wind published June 2019.
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Nadine Robinson

IMCA

Nadine Robinson

Technical Adviser – Environmental Sustainability
• Nadine joined IMCA as Technical Adviser in May 2020. She leads 

our environmental sustainability strategy and related programme
of member engagement on a global level.

• Nadine brings a wealth of experience to IMCA having held 
positions as Technical Director (Climate Disclosure Standards 
Board in CDP), as an Environmental Consultant, Environmental 
Policy Lecturer (Birkbeck College), Economic Advisor on Climate 
Change (Commonwealth Secretariat), Shipping Finance Solicitor 
(Allen & Overy). She has also held various policy and research 
roles in Government and UNDP advising on environment, climate 
finance, energy, the green and blue economy, and sustainable 
development.

• Nadine holds a BA (McGill University) and an MA (York University, 
Canada) in Geography.



International Marine Contractors Association
Improving performance in the marine contracting industry

Environmental Sustainability
Presenter: Nadine Robinson

Date: 05 October 2021



Advancing Environmental Sustainability
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The Global Picture:

• Key year for tackling twin global challenges of

- Climate change – COP26 UNFCCC
- Biodiversity loss – COP15 UNCBD

• Science is unequivocal



22

Our Environmental Sustainability Committee 

©IMCA 2021

• Chaired by Stig Clementsen, CSO DOF

• 20 individuals 

• 14 member companies

• 55% female

• 10 countries 

—Asia-Pacific representative

—MEI representative (vacant)

• Members work in various capacities

• Exploring possibility of establishing a 
wider network on environmental 
sustainability sustainability@imca-int.com

mailto:sustainability@imca-int.com


Our key deliverable for 2021

©IMCA 2021

• Full Recommended Code published 
May 2021 – free for members

• Key areas:
– Emissions reduction

– Energy efficiency and management

– Life below water

– Circular economy – waste/EOL

– Supply chain engagement

– Reporting and disclosure

…sets expectations on our industry to 
manage key environmental and climate 
topics associated with offshore marine 
construction

www.imca-int.com/committees/environmental-sustainability/

https://www.imca-int.com/product/imca-recommended-code-of-practice-on-environmental-sustainability/
https://imcaweb.blob.core.windows.net/wp-uploads/2021/05/IMCA_Environmental.Sustainability_At-a-Glance-May2021.pdf
https://www.imca-int.com/committees/environmental-sustainability/


Emissions reduction 

1. Develop Paris Agreement aligned 
marine emissions reduction 
strategies consistent with the IMO 
2018 initial Greenhouse Gas 
Strategy



Energy efficiency & management

2. Commit, prioritise and plan for 
sustained energy efficient 
operations



Life below water

3. Manage the process of protecting 
life below water, the 14th UN 
Sustainable Development Goal



Circularity 

4. Adopt the circular 
economy approach to 
asset life-cycling and 
waste and resources 
management



Collaboration 

5. Collaborate with and cascade 
environmental objectives to the 
supply and consider collaboration 
with other stakeholders



Awareness raising & capacity building

6. Raise awareness and advance 
competence of key environmental 
issues within our industry



Monitoring and reporting progress

7. Measure, disclose and self-assess 
progress on environmental 
sustainability



Spreading the word…

©IMCA 2021

https://www.worldpipelines.com/account/magazines/world-pipelines/

https://www.worldpipelines.com/account/magazines/world-pipelines/


Spreading the word…

©IMCA 2021

Inside IMCA’S New Recommended Code Of Practice On (marinelink.com)

        

https://www.marinelink.com/videos/video/inside-imcas-new-recommended-code-of-practice-on-environmental-100531


Spreading the word…

©IMCA 2021

        

• Technical Seminar on 
28 September – event 
report/podcast to follow 
shortly

• Broadcast by IMCA 
members – available from 
IMCA’s website  

https://www.imca-int.com/video-broadcast-available-on-recommended-code-of-practice-on-environmental-sustainability/


What we are working on now…

©IMCA 2021



Pilot self-assessment tool – populating 
your entries

©IMCA 2021



Example for Circular Economy 
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Overview of the Tool
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www.imca-int.com/committees/environmental-sustainability

sustainability@imca-int.com

http://www.imca-int.com/committees/environmental-sustainability


www.imca-int.com

Improving performance in the

marine contracting industry
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Bryan McGlinchy

Diving Manager

Bryan McGlinchy

Diving Manager
• Bryan joined the IMCA secretariat as a Technical Adviser – Diving 

in February 2012 from the UK Health and Safety Executive. 

• At the Executive, Bryan worked as a front-line inspector, initially 
in the metals and minerals sector and then for more than 12 
years as a Diving Specialist Inspector. In the latter role, he was 
responsible for the inspection of all sectors of the diving industry 
in Great Britain and for the investigation of accidents, incidents 
and complaints related to diving at work, both onshore and 
offshore. 

• Bryan has a wealth of experience in the offshore diving industry 
that combined with his safety background makes him a valued 
member of the IMCA team, where he focuses on the work 
programme of IMCA’s diving committee.



International Marine Contractors Association
Improving performance in the marine contracting industry

IMCA Accredited Diving System Inspector (ADSI) Scheme

Bryan McGlinchy (IMCA Diving Manager)

05 October 2021



Aims of the ADSI Scheme

©IMCA 2021

• Development of the ADSI scheme is making good progress.

• The ADSI scheme is being set up to:
− Introduce an industry recognised professional accreditation for this important group of 

skilled workers

− Provide assurance that diving system inspectors are competent, and so improve the 
quality, consistency, professionalism, and credibility of DESIGN inspections

− Help the offshore energy diving industry ensure “objective auditing” of diving systems by 
individual inspectors;

− Give all stakeholders confidence that diving systems subject to DESIGN inspections 
undertaken by ADSIs are fit for purpose and safe to use;

− Reduce the frequency of diving system DESIGN inspections by holding records of ADSI 
DESIGN inspections on the eCMID database that with the appropriate permissions, can be 
accessed by client companies.



The Model
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ADSI Certification Process
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ADSI and EP ADSI Information Notes
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The EP ADSI Scheme – Nominations & Applications

©IMCA 2021

• To begin running the ADSI scheme IMCA 
must first-of-all have a sufficient 
number of certified IMCA ADSIs already 
in place.

• We must put EPs through an appropriate 
process (the EP ADSI scheme) leading 
to accreditation as an IMCA ADSI, 
before launch of the IMCA ADSI scheme 
proper next year.

• We are therefore urgently seeking 
nominations from IMCA Members; 
IOGP; G+; and ADCI for known, 
respected, and experienced DESIGN 
audit practitioners to be considered for 
entry into the EP ADSI Scheme.

• Nominations close 30 September 2021

• Applications close 31 December 2021



©IMCA 2021

• If you haven’t done so already, please consider who you might wish to 
nominate as being suitable for entry into the EP ADSI scheme, and

SEND YOUR NOMINATION(S) TO ME ASAP

Bryan.McGlinchy@imca-int.com

• They will be accepted for a little while longer.

• So far IMCA has received 60+ nominations.

mailto:Bryan.McGlinchy@imca-int.com


The EP ADSI Scheme – Certification Process
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The EP ADSI Scheme – Certification Process
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Timetable

©IMCA 2021

• Completed Application Forms and document submissions are now starting to 
come in. 

• The Secretariat is currently working to:

− Complete development of the ADSI examinations;

− Get the exams onto the TestReach computer-based examination system;

− Assemble the EP ADSI Panel.

• We anticipate that the first EP ADSI candidates will sit their examinations on 
23 November 2021.



www.imca-int.com

Improving performance in the

marine contracting industry



Question and Answer Session 



Nick Hough Ali Macleod

Richard Sykes
Equinor

Nadine Robinson
IMCA

Bryan McGlinchy
IMCA

©IMCA 2021

Darren Brunton Chris Rodricks

Regional Engagement Contacts
Asia Pacific Middle East & IndiaModerators

Allen Leatt
IMCA



• Thank you to today’s speakers, panelists and Committees

• Thank you for your attention

• A recording will be available shortly

• Please take a moment to complete the exit survey

Thank You

©IMCA 2021
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